Mentor coaching and supervision – what's the point?

Date:
Jun 03, 2020 11:00 - 12:30
Venue:
Webinar
Description:
Join Clare Norman for this virutal workshop

Clare is a Professional Certified Coach with the International Coach
Federation, a certified supervisor. She majors in leader and transition
coaching, action learning, coach supervision and mentor coaching.
Clare has just published her book Mentor Coaching: A Practical Guide
If we declare that we want to be the best coach we can be for our thinkers, the most
robust way to stay sharp is to be observed and given structured feedback related to
our competence by someone who knows what great looks and sounds like.
It’s about regularly bringing ourselves back to conscious competence (Broadwell
1969):
Never forgetting that there is always more to learn about the practice of coaching.
Never getting so arrogant that we believe we have nothing left to learn.
Never getting stuck in unconscious competence or indeed slipping into unconscious
incompetence.
Mentor coaching is not just for those coaches seeking an ICF credential: it is for lifelong
professional development for every coach, at every level of the profession.

TRAINING DETAILS
Course Ref:
CP/20/453
Closing Date:
01/06/2020
Related Courses:
Resilience Webinars
Forward to Normal:
resetting team culture for a
richer future
How to do ‘nothing’ in a
meaningful way
Communicating even better
when you understand
people’s metaprograms
Using multiple intelligences
to tap into new thinking
Members Organisations
£25
Non-Member Organistions
£35
(all prices ae subject to VAT)

Mentor coaching enables us to improve the way we show up in the room.
How coaches show up in the room is more important than how much we know about
the theory behind coaching.
Content:
In this 90 minute session, you will learn:
What mentor coaching is and how it is different from supervision
How it challenges us to coach at our edge for the benefit of our thinkers
How it works
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